The term filter bubble has been coined to describe the situation of online users which-due to filtering algorithms-live in a personalised information universe biased towards their own interests. In this paper we use an agent-based simulation framework to measure the actual risk and impact of filter bubble effects occurring in online communities due to content or author based personalisation algorithms. Observing the strength of filter bubble effects allows for opposing the benefits to the risks of personalisation. In our simulation we observed, that filter bubble effects occur as soon as users indicate preferences towards certain topics. We also saw, that well connected users are affected much stronger than average or poorly connected users. Finally, our experimental setting indicated that the employed personalisation algorithm based on content features seems to bear a lower risk of filter bubble effects than one performing personalisation based on authors.
INTRODUCTION
Eli Pariser coined the term filter bubble in [8] . The filter bubble represents the personal, unique universe of online information a user lives in. The boundaries of this universe, what gets in and what remains outside the reach of the user, says Pariser, depends on the personalisation algorithms in social networks and search engines. The personalisation algorithms consider a user's interaction with information to predict which information she most likely considers relevant. As a consequence the algorithms will show such information at higher ranks in a result list more likely or, in the most extreme case, even exclusively, i.e. blocking other information from the sight of the user. Thus, the personalisation algorithms effectively operate as filters on the information the users perceive.
The genuine aim of the personalisation algorithms is to get an idea of the topics the users are actually interested in and to improve their user experience by preferably showing them contents that match their interests. On the downside, this leads to a situation, where the user might be confronted with information that is so highly personalised, that she will not see any content that does not match her interests or represents opinions and facts apart from her own point of view. For an individual user this might lead to a skewed and biased perception of the world.
The risks and problems of the filter bubble effect have been discussed widely and in different contexts. Several approaches aim at ensuring diversified results in search scenarios or for particular information needs [5] . The actual risk of observing filter bubble effects as well as their strength, instead, has hardly been analysed.
In this paper we use an agent-based simulation to measure the impact of personalisation algorithms on the perception of users in social networks. Here, we are not interested in the effects on the level of individual users, but rather on the macro level of an entire community. To this end, we combine an established generative network model [1] and a state of the art topic modelling approach [3] to simulate a social network structure and the messages the users create and consume in this network. The resulting model consists of a set of agents, each of which with her individual range of topics she is interested in. The agents have their individual network context of friends. They send messages to and receive messages from these friends. By involving algorithms for personalisation the simulation allows to observe the development of appropriate macro-level metrics which measure the benefit and risk of personalised filters. The metrics to measure the benefits include classical information retrieval metrics, such as precision and recall. The negative impact is measured by analysing the reduction of the active social context to only a few friends or a reduced used of vocabulary. Finally, the number of perceived messages that fall into the core field of interest of the users can be read in both ways: positive as the users are not bothered with off-topic messages and negative because their perception of other topics of peripheral interest is reduced or even filtered out entirely.
We considered two possible algorithms for personalisation: one based on the content of messages and one based on the author of messages. In our simulation we observed, that both personalisation approaches lead to filter bubble effects w.r.t. the focus of the perceived messages being shifted towards the core interests of the users. However, we also observed that the personalisation algorithm based on content lead to the same benefits, but with a lower impact on the downsides, e.g. the active social network does not become as thin, neither the used vocabulary as sparse.
The contributions we make in this paper are the following:
• We describe a model for simulating the generation, dissemination and rating of messages based on established generative models for social network construction and topic models.
• We investigate the strength of filter bubble effects on a macro level when introducing personalisation filters in the content dissemination of a social network.
• We analyse which user groups of an online community are affected most by filter bubble effects.
• We compare two prototypical filtering methods under the aspect of risks and benefits of filter bubble effects.
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we will review related work in the field of community simulation as well as the analysis of effects of personalisation and diversification in information provision. Afterwards we present the general framework of our simulation. Its implementation and the choice of model parameters is presented in 4. In Section 5 we describe the two personalisation algorithms we have analysed and in Section 6 the metrics we use to measure filter bubble effects. The actual experiments in the form of simulation runs are discussed in Section 7. We present our results in 8 and discuss them in detail in 9. We end in Section 10 with a summary of our findings and a look at future work.
RELATED WORK
The importance and the effects of information propagation and perception in social networks and information portals has been analysed in various contexts. Serendipity discovery of non-relevant items in digital libraries [12] shows a general benefit of being inspiring for seeking information and thinking out of the box. The impact on political processes and democracy was discussed in [2] . A psychological study addressed the effects of information presentation and forgetting processes in social networks [4] .
Simulation and probabilistic models as tools for the analysis of online communities has been established in recent years. Schwagereit et al. use simulations to support policy modelling and strategic decisions [11] . The dynamics of popularity among news stories was investigated and described by Hogg and Lerman [6, 7] . Selfenforcing content generation mechanisms and their representation as stochastic processes were investigated in [14] .
In our simulation, we use the preferential attachment model of Barabasi and Alberts [1] to construct a social network. Preferential attachment is a probabilistic model to generate graph structures which exhibit typical features of social networks. We use topic models to represent the interests of agents. Latent-DirichletAllocation (LDA) [3] can be considered a state of the art topic modelling approach. LDA is a generative, probabilistic model to describe the topic composition of text documents. To this end each document is represented as distribution over k global topics. This distribution is independent from the distribution of other documents but follows the same parameters. The topics themselves are modelled as distributions over terms. Various extensions have shown, that LDA is also suitable to model sentiments and opinions as well as authors.
To the best of our knowledge there is no systematic large scale analysis of filter bubble effects, neither based on real world data nor based on simulations. 
THE SIMULATION MODEL
For our analysis we make use of an agent-based simulation. The initial step prior to starting the actual simulation consists of the setup of the network with a fixed number of agents, each of which has a profile of her individual interests. The network structure reflects the friendship relations between agents and will provide the basis for how messages are disseminated among the agents. We do not consider changes in the network structure during the simulation of the communities interaction. An agent's profile of interest will serve to describe the messages she will write as well as for the decision whether or not a message lies within her core field of interests.
The idea of the simulation is focussing on an iterative creation, dissemination, filtering and rating of messages published in a social network plus a step of learning for updating the filters based on the user feedback. The overall process is depicted in Figure 1 and we illustrate the high level steps before going into the technical details of the implementation in the next section.
Creation Each agent creates messages. The number of messages an agent creates depends on how verbose she is. The content of the messages themselves depends on an agent's interests.
Dissemination The messages are disseminated along the edges of the social network. This means that for each agent the set of incoming messages is determined by the messages created by her friends.
Filtering The personalisation algorithms operate on this set of incoming messages. The messages are ranked according to the predicted relevance and the result list is cut off at a given threshold. Each agent has an individual instance of the personalisation algorithm which is specifically trained on the basis of her behaviour.
Rating The agents are presented with the messages the personalisation algorithms deemed interesting for them. At this point the agents interact with the messages of other agents, i.e. they rate them as relevant or as irrelevant. This decision also depends on whether or not the message is in the core field of interest of a agent.
Learning The personalisation algorithms receive the information which of the messages were rated as relevant. This feedback of the agents is used by the personalisation algorithms to update their individual relevance model for the agents.
Iterating this cycle many times allows the personalisation algorithms to learn from the agent's feedback. In this way they can adapt to the agent's interests. At some point in time we would expect to see filter bubble effects, such as a high ratio of messages in the core field of interest, the active social network of the agents being reduced to a few contacts or a reduction of the perceived vocabulary.
IMPLEMENTATION
The general process of the simulation is given as pseudo code in Algorithm 1. The phase of the initial setup and the iteration phase with the steps of content generation, dissemination, filtering, rating and the learning phase are outlined. The next sections illustrate the relevant parts of this process, i.e. the concrete implementation of the methods in this algorithms.
Algorithm 1:
Simulation Input: Number of agents N , personalisation algorithm F , Number I of iterations // Agent Setup for n = 1 . . . N do // Create an agent and her instance of the personalisation algorithm
// Learning foreach a ∈ A do Fa.LEARNINTERESTS(filtered a , relevanta);
Initialising an Agent and her Interests
When initialising an agent with the method INITIALISEAGENT, the interests of the agents are modelled in a probabilistic manner by randomly assigning a distribution over topics. The more probable topics in this distribution represent the core field of interest of the agent. This distribution will be used in both the generative process when an agent writes messages as well as in the perception phase when an agent decides whether or not a message lies within her core field of interests.
To implement the topic models of the agents we employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] . To this end, each agent is assigned a random distribution over k global topics which is drawn from a Dirichlet distribution with prior α. The entries in the prior vector α influence how the distribution over the topics looks like. High entries in α generate distributions in which more topics are covered equally likely. Low values in α generate topic distributions in which only few topics have a high probability of occurring. The global topics themselves are randomly initialised as well. They also follow a Dirichlet distribution. Here the prior β influences how the distributions of terms within each topic look like. Thus, the topic distribution of an agent is independent from the distribution of the other agents but follows the same parameters. The same is true for the topic distributions. As we are not interested in the actual contents, we use an artificial vocabulary and artificial topics, which have the same probabilistic characteristics as real world topics. We chose the values of α and β from literature to model focussed topics and a not too wide coverage of too many topics by an individual agent. The concrete settings for the Dirichlet priors, as well as the number of agents and vocabulary terms we used in our simulation runs are summarised in Table 1 .
Additionally we model the verbosity of each agent individually. To this end, we provide each agent a with the number λa of messages we expect her to produce on average. The value of λa is chosen randomly when setting up the agent and follows a χ distribution with mean e. To have realistic values for how many messages we can expect the user to write we estimated the value of e from statistics on how many tweets people write per day 1 .
Social Network Setup
We construct the social network of the agents randomly in CON-STRUCTNETWORK using the preferential attachment model [1] . In this generative model a social network graph is constructed starting from a nucleus of very few completely connected nodes. Iteratively the graph is extended with new nodes, each of which establishing the same amount of edges to existing nodes. The probability of connecting to an existing edge is proportional to the number of edges it already has. In our settings, we started with a nucleus of ten nodes and had each newly created node connect to five other nodes.
Content Creation
The first step in the method GENERATEMESSAGES is that the agent randomly decides how many messages she is going to write in this iteration. The number of generated messages follows a Laplace distribution with parameter λa, which has been assigned to each agent a during initialization.
Once it is decided how many messages will be generated, the agents write each individual message c based on their profile of interests. For the sake of simplicity, in our simulation each message has an equal length of 10 words. To determine the actual words we used the generative process behind the LDA model. This means that for each word of the messages, the model randomly chooses first a topic (according to the agent's topic distribution) and in a second step randomly selects a word from this topic (according to the term distribution of the corresponding topic).
Rating
The agents need to be able to interact with the messages in the social network in order to give feedback on what is relevant to them. To this end, in the method ISRELEVANT each message the agent perceives is first classified into either falling into her field of core interests or into the category of peripheral interest. The core interest of an agent is defined by the set of LDA topics which covers a high fraction of her individual topic distribution. The other topics describe her peripheral interests. The decision if a message is in the field of core interests is based on the odds of the agent to have constructed such a message solely from her core interests topics versus solely from her peripheral interests. If these odds are higher than a given threshold θ, a message is considered to be of core interest to an agent, otherwise it belongs to her peripheral interests. For our simulation we set the value cov of core topic coverage to 80% and the odds threshold θ to 2. In preliminary experiments we found that with these settings an agent assigns more than 90% of her own messages and about 5-20% of the messages of any random other agent to be in her core interest. However, as long as the decision on what is part of the core interest is consistent the overall model will behave very similar.
The actual act of rating a message as relevant then depends on two probabilities pcore and pperipheral. Not all messages of core interest will be considered relevant. Neither will all messages of peripheral interest be considered irrelevant. As we have no empirical data on which to base these probabilities will we keep them variable and explore the behaviour of the entire simulated community depending on these two probabilities.
PERSONALISATION ALGORITHMS
The personalisation algorithms need to implement the two methods FILTER and LEARNINTERESTS to work in the context of our simulation framework. This essentially complies with the operation modes of these algorithm. On the one hand, the algorithm needs to rank a set of messages in decreasing order of predicted interest for a user. It operates as a filter if the resulting ranking is cut off at a certain position b and all entries below that position are discarded and hidden from the user. On the other hand it needs to interpret the interactions of the users with the messages which indicate relevance in order to derive the user's interests.
We implemented two prototypical, orthogonal personalisation algorithms. One algorithm is based on the content and one on the authors of a message. Both are based on established methods to predict if a given message with a specific content or from a specific author will be rated as relevant by a user.
Content Based Personalisation
A message is characterised by its individual words. This assumption underlies many information retrieval models. The terms are signals that either contribute or oppose the probability of the message to be relevant. The information provided by the user via her interaction with the contents can help to understand which kind of signal is emitted by which term. This assumption underlies the concept of relevance feedback in search systems.
We implemented our content based personalisation algorithm following the principles of relevance feedback in the binary independence model of probabilistic retrieval [9] . This means, that for each document the user has seen, we keep track of whether or not she has rated it to be relevant. This relevance is directly mapped onto the single terms. And for each term ti we can estimate the probability of being relevant (using a random variable R) by:
In this case crV (ti) is the number of times a user has rated a message containing term ti ∈ V as relevant. Likewise, cnV (ti) counts how often a message with this term has not been rated as relevant. The constant CV is a smoothing parameter to overcome zero probabilities for unseen events.
Using these estimates allows to formulate a probability of relevance for a new incoming message. To this end the message c is broken up into its individual terms. The probability of relevance is given by the product of the probabilities of relevance over the single terms:
This probability can be computed for each incoming message. The messages are then sorted in decreasing order of probability following the probability ranking principle [10] .
Author Based Personalisation
Instead of focussing in the contents, an alternative paradigm is to consider the authors of a message as indicative signal for relevance. This is mainly motivated by the strong social component of online communities: it makes sense to consider that it is rather the news of specific people than specific contents the users want to see. Again we can model this in a probabilistic way. Depending on how many times messages of one specific author a have been seen and rated as relevant allows for estimating the probability of messages of this author to be relevant. Given that the author is the only signal considered we can then rank all incoming messages according to the probabilities:
Here, crA(a) counts the number of times a user has rated a message of author a ∈ A as relevant, while cnA(a) counts how often the messages with this author were not relevant. Again we use a smoothing constant CA.
MEASURING FILTER BUBBLE EFFECTS
To measure the impact of personalisation we have to consider two kinds of effects. On the one hand we have to measure the benefits of the personalisation on incoming content items, on the other hand we have to measure the filter bubble effect. The improvement in the ranking of incoming items can be measured relatively easy by considering classical information retrieval metrics. Precision measures the ratio of relevant items among the retrieved, i.e. here among the seen messages. IR systems and also their personalisation components strive to improve precision. Thus, an increase in precision at the individual level of single agents due to the use of a personalisation filter is sign for the benefits of the personalisation algorithms. To observe this behaviour on the macro-level we use average precision over all agents.
To answer our questions of the strength of the filter bubble we need different metrics. To the best of our knowledge, metrics for filter bubble effects have not been developed so far. However, there are clear signals for users being in a filter bubble: (1) a reduction of the active social context, (2) a reduction of the vocabulary a user perceives and (3) users perceives messages mainly or only from the fields of her core interests.
To measure the active social context it is sufficient to count the number of distinct friends from which an agent perceives messages. If we denote the set of authors for a set of messages by A(filtered a ) = {b ∈ Network : ∃c ∈ filtered a : c.AUTHOR = b}, then we can define the active social context of any given agent a by:
This value measures the active social context for one agent only. To observe macro effects, we aggregate and average the values over all agents in the simulation:
However, even a low value of this metric does not necessarily indicate a poorer social context. After all it is possible, that the context is small at each time step, but constantly changing with every iteration. Figuratively speaking, a user might received messages always just from a small circle of her friends, but this circle is composed of different friends in each iteration.
Thus, we need to take the change rate of the social context over a longer time into consideration. This can be achieved by extending ASC to operate on the authors seen over a longer time period (e.g. the last 10 iterations). We will refer to this values as ASC h .
Comparing ASC to ASC h we can estimate the change rate.
The reduction of active vocabulary can be measured in an equivalent way. We defined the according functions as AV and AV h .
The ratio CR of core messages in the perceived messages finally can be computed similar to average precision. If we define corea as the set of all messages in filtered a which are in the core interest of an agent, then we get:
As we interested in which parts of the online community are affected stronger by filter bubble effects we stratified the agents depending on their node degree. We divided the agents in five strata. The first stratum consisted of the agents with the highest node degree which covered 20% of all network edges. The next stratum contained all agents providing the next 20% of the edges and so on.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
As stated above we could estimate most parameters in our model from public statistics of online communities or by using values which have been reported in related work. One parameter we could not estimate are the probabilities pcore and pperipheral with which the users rate messages of their core or peripheral interest as relevant. Thus, we kept these parameters variable and observed how this user behaviour influences the filter bubble effect.
This lead to a setup where we ran for each personalisation algorithm independent simulations over 441 parameter settings to cover the parameter space of the probabilities pcore and pperipheral. We iterated over these probabilities from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.05. Each simulation run was initiated with a new random network and random assignment of topic distributions to the users. Then we ran the simulation for 100 iterations-a value which in preliminary experiments had shown that at this point the values become stable.
RESULTS
Given that we iterate in small steps over a 2-dimensional parameter space we will present the result as three dimensional surface plots. This allows to get a very good visual impression of the impact of the user behaviour (i.e. how likely they rate messages of core and peripheral interest as relevant) on the filter bubble effect. The first question we want to address is the impact on the ratio of messages of core interest the agents receive. Figure 2 shows the value of the CR metric over the range of different settings for pcore and pperipheral when operating with a content based personalisation. The left Figure 2 (a) shows the average CR for the entire online community. We can see very clearly the diagonal ridge where the two probabilities are about the same value. Above and below this ridge the CR values form a plateau. This means that the ratio of messages in the core interest field of an agent is higher if the probability for rating messages as relevant is higher in the class of core interest than in the category of peripheral messages. This behaviour is somewhat expected as the personalisation filters learn what are the core interests of the users. The plateau, however, indicates that the ratio of core interest messages does not grow arbitrarily high. On the entire community, the values of CR reach an average of at most 73% if the users rate more core interest messages as relevant and at least 13% if the users mainly rate peripheral interest messages as relevant. The right plot in Figure 2 (b) shows the values for the top stratum of highly connected agents in the social network. While the general behaviour is the same, the effects are much stronger. The values in the lower plateau are set around 4% and the high plateau values about 87%. This means that especially the well connected users are affected strongest by the filtering effects. They hardly get to see messages from outside their core field of interest. Figure 3 shows the same plots for the personalisation algorithm based on message authors. Again the general behaviour is very similar. The effect, however, is slightly less strong. The CR values in the top stratum reaches only 80%.
Let us look at the impact on the social network next. In Figure 4 we compare the active social network (ASC h ) of the top stratum for content based (Figure 4(a) ) and author based personalisation (Figure 4(b) ). Now we can see a clear difference between the two methods. While the author based personalisation immediately restricts the number of people from which messages are received as soon as the agents give any feedback, the content based personalisation is not that extreme. The ASC h values are higher in general and the decline is much slower, when users give feedback. Furthermore, as long as they do not excessively rate messages as relevant (with a probability of more than 60%) the active social context remains relatively broad. This is also reflected in the change rate of the perceived authors. A similar behaviour can be observed on the side of the vocabulary in Figure 5 2 . This is intriguing, as content based personalisation in the end relies on single terms. However, filtering messages based on the preferred terms restricts the overall perceived terms less than when filtering messages based on their author.
The positive aspects of the personalisation can be seen when looking at average precision in Figure 6 . We can see that precision improves with the probability of the users giving feedback on what they consider relevant. This is valid for both, the content and the author based personalisation. However, the shape of these plots partially depends directly also on the probabilities pcore and pperipheral. If those probabilities are close to zero, the agents rate no or hardly any message as relevant. Accordingly precision is low by definition. However, if they tend to consider messages relevant at a high probability they will rate nearly everything as relevant and, thus, precision will automatically be very high. The most interesting aspect of the plot are the regions where pcore and pperipheral have very different values. In these cases the algorithms really need to bring the right category of messages (core interest or peripheral interest) to the agent's attention such that they have the right basis of messages to rate with a higher probability as relevant. Given the high values in these regions and the observations made for the CR values, this is achieved by both approaches ence and not using personalisation for the sake of unbiased message perception. Furthermore, on average the filter bubble effect is not that strong that a user cannot get out of the filter bubble any more. Users still receive messages from outside their core field of interest which technically allows them re-adjust the personalisation algorithms to potentially new interests.
2. Better connected users tend to be more prone to filter bubble effects than the average user. This can be easily explained with these users receiving far more messages. Accordingly they are also likely to receive more relevant messages falling into field of their core interest and from which the personalisation algorithms can chose. The algorithms are simply less under pressure to also suggest less relevant messages. However, this bears a certain risk as well: the well connected users represent hubs and are typically considered influential users. If their perception of the world is biased, this bias may affect also their social context and be propagated through the online community.
3. Author based personalisation causes a stronger filter bubble effect than content based personalisation under the aspects of active social context and active vocabulary. Our experiments showed a much stronger restriction of the active social network and perceived vocabulary when using the author based filtering algorithm. This is partially interesting as it might influence the potential to actually get out of the filter bubble.
Given that both approaches behave similar under the aspect of focusing on the users interests and achieving comparable precision values, the content based personalisation approach seems to have a lower impact on the filtering of the social network and vocabulary. Thus, one conclusion might be that content based personalisation seems the better option as it causes a less strong filter bubble effect. However, this observation needs to be checked and confirmed with other personalisation algorithms.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed a model to measure the macro effects of personalisation in online communities with respect to filter bubble effects. We combined established topic and network models to build an agent-based simulation of an online community and investigated the impact of different personalisation algorithms on the diversity of topics, people and vocabulary the users perceive. We observed that filter bubble effects occur as soon as the users give some indications about the topics they are interested in. However beyond the filtering of topics we also observed that in our setting author based personalisation lead to stronger restrictions and thus stronger filtering effect on the social network and vocabulary.
In future work we will investigate other personalisation algorithms and consider flexible network structures. Also networks formed on the basis of common interests of the agents will be considered. One suitable candidate might be the social-circles model [13] .
